Academe

Academic Freedom
This is Academic Freedom. It is an old process. When the
majority rules in the absence of debate, there is no freedom. A
majority always approves of its own tyranny.

Other engravings in this series:

Emeritus Distinguished Lecturer
This Emeritus Distinguished Lecturer measures up to the
qualifications of his new title extremely well. He appears to
be very distinguished. And he is very retired.
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The truth about academic committees, scholarly
pursuits, and professional activities.

Promotion Committee
The members of the Promotion Committee give careful attention
to many factors before a faculty member may be approved for
promotion. The members of the committee have their hands full.
But they are well enough prepared for their task. Each member
survived even greater scrutiny before being assigned to this, the
loftiest of all committees.
Retention
Poor old guy. Well, he’s worked on that job a long time. And the
Old must make way for the Young. But he still dreams about
working on that job.
Tenure
He survived the grueling scrutiny of the Tenure process ....
Punctuality
She locks the door to keep tardy students from entering her
classroom.

Left: Illustrious Lecturer
This Illustrious Lecturer is brilliant and outstanding. He is
so brilliant that no students can sleep during his lectures. He
earned his illustrious title.
Right: Distinguished Lecturer
This Distinguished Lecturer had an employment offer from
another place at a higher salary than what he’s earning at his
college. So they gave him a new important-sounding title.
He says his students now learn more in his classes than ever
before.
On the front panel: Mace Bearer (detail, enlarged)
The semester has ended. The students are expecting to
receive their degrees, but the Commencement procession
has marched far into the night. The Mace Bearer has lost his
way. The mockingbird knows where they are and tries in
vain to get their attention.
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Student Evaluations
She expected too much of her students and awarded too few
“A”s. Not once did she cancel a class or end a class early during
the semester. She graded every test. She corrected every paper.
She didn’t drop the low grades. And she gave a reading
assignment at every class meeting. Her students marked her down
as a poor teacher.
And why shouldn’t they? What did she ever do for them?
Tuition
A new semester has rolled around, and students are enrolling.
They have been asked to contribute.
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Faculty Meeting
The faculty members have huddled in a perfect display of team
spirit. By watching football games, they have learned to
replace old-fashioned academic philosophies with dynamic
new athletic principles.
Every faculty member is now an indispensable player on the
faculty learning team. They know the game plan. They have
shown up to practice at every faculty meeting.
The department sees a great winning season ahead.
Budget Meeting
Yes, this is a typical meeting of the budget committee where
each member pays polite attention to everyone’s comments,
makes gallant remarks about colleagues, and offers assistance
to others.
The members of the Budget Committee are at their very best,
keenly aware, and especially alert to any sudden movement in
the room.

Mission Statement

Mission Statement
They have unfurled a Mission Statement to guide their
course, but its marvelous words and noble thoughts have
led them into troubled waters. The mockingbird charms
them relentlessy with alluring and cheerful songs. His
bird-brained logic appeals to onlookers.

Spring Break

Research
She knows better than to gamble against classical
standards of basic research. Well, maybe she won't get
caught. After all, those marble eyes on that old Greek
philosopher bust can’t see her rolling the dice. And
perhaps no one would know the difference. Yes, that’s
right. Who would ever notice?
Defend the Thesis
They forgot to tell him that he had to answer questions
about that thesis he bought. Well, he’s a nice guy and
didn’t do any harm. Or did he?

Spring Break
Their intentions were to study, and they have brought along
their wheelbarrow loaded with books.
But the mockingbird uses their castoff newspaper more
urgently than the scholars have used their books. Every year is
the same.
Spring Break will come to an end too soon in an endless cycle
of tides.
Visiting Scholar
The visiting scholar is concluding his lecture. He has reserved
extra time at the end to answer many questions from his
enlightened audience.
Now, here he is, calling for the first question ....
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